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LEAF 

1. 

When something so permanent fades 
and is no more, do we think that our own 
permanence is in question? A preposterous question that,  

and a coherence that does not cohere. 

The old tree is gone now, the taking of it 
its own permanence that left a mark on  
the air and sawdust by the sixteen-foot 
stump that is more sculpture than tree 

 
I have always known that trees speak and that they tell us how we should live because they 
are wise and slow beyond our knowing or measure. 

For trees, time passes in some other way than we can sense. For trees, the long hours that 
test us, seem to them no more than breathing in and breathing out. For them, the year has 
four days marked by what we know as seasons. 

The trees' unified mind grasps together under the deep soil through roots entwined in 
thought, tree thought, the language of trees using as it does the wind to enter the world 
through poems that spin dust into the clouds. 

 

 

 

2. 

Loam tracing on horizon 

trees limned in mid  
afternoon solitude 

sight lines of  
the moral astrolabe set 
to a different continent's fevered 
yaw and pitch unknown 

we will survive the onslaught 
of dull metal  
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the lead 
that encases 
our mind's eye 

even blindness cannot 
stop us 

though sightless 
and wandering restless 
nothing can stop us the cat 
goddess cannot 

the palimpsest talisman cannot shake 
us from the sketchy trail and fence line 
wonky out beyond sight's measure 

          
Let the magic come through,   

let the mystery be the mystery, and  

stop thinking about dismal explanations. The wolf will be yours one day, the wolftree will 
be yours, mark my words. 

If you are shot with the truth arrow, don't ask what kind of wood the shaft has, and if the 
tip be flint or steel. Get beyond appearances to the core. 

You will call and call but they will not hear you, the spirits of the wolves who have passed 
before. That's what you will think, but you will be wrong, so wrong. They will listen to you 
as you bleed your life out into the snows under the half moon hanging in branches stripped 
bare of leaves. 

Shed your doubts, then, and grow a new hide. It's not too much to ask for one who is so 
ardent, so precocious, so assiduous about revealing the face behind the mask. You have to 
invent, you know. You can't just sleep day and night running with gray phantoms through 
the shadow forest. 

3. 
“Six. Nine. Seven. Three, and then the name, Moretti"-- another palimpsest, another vague 
smudging  besets my mind with images whose meaning I have forgotten, but that cling to 
me like messages from beyond. 

What beyond, I ask? Letters formed from tree branches, words from trees, is there no 
oversanity that might lead us in this troubled time  

like the oversoul did in previous eras? 
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All have left their strange shadow talk everywhere, these half-vanished word vestiges, if only 
we might find them. No easy task, because they are hidden in plain sight, these marks that 
might decipher what the phrase, "gnashing of teeth," reveals when the letters, the words re-
arrange themselves to show the true arc of history. 

Everything has a secret meaning 

I can never know 

leaves of the cosmic tree represent 

all beings in this universe  each being a word from 

  a hidden language  a plant language 

 

leaf knows to  root tip through 

veins connected 

xylem phloem extensions 

down into    earth and 

everywhere out  

these sensate extensions  

that run  wrapped in bundle sheath 

     all the way to the root tip 

  to  the leaf edge  

          into waxy cuticle to 

mesophyll colonnades 

and sponge with chloroplasts 

where light makes its mark 

  all meanings hidden 

   In the letters etched 

    in leaves pages this book of plant knowing 

impossible to know  
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       . 

 
Maximillian daisies,    cottonwood leaf,     hawkmoth ascendant  
distance resolved 

small marks on stone flesh 
broken down into liquid by rhizomes 
and fed to trees who hoard or spend 

some give over when dying their 
mineral accounts in strokes of 
moonlight that they feel through 
shallow forest soil with their 
root tips 

Sometimes a thin veil separates the vision from the seeker's eyes, and when the veil is torn 
away, the creature of leaves and limbs stands revealed-- 

Vipers dart this way and that 

                       splaying out from the hideous green head with its lolling gray tongue and 
yellow roiling eyes.  

 

The gorgon tree appears 

                               from someplace distant             another country 

  where the holy tree          depicted           limbs lopped and where 

      the tree bleeds to paint faces 

   on the limbs where they were beheaded   the cult of the tree and the many voices 

        from the gorgon wood  from the many heads from the many voices 

Such monsters must stay at bay in their own separate universes, their dim places 

which only occasionally bump into our own. Only then can you lose your hands or 
your face.    

As for your hands, 

               they are a total loss,  

 but you can still save face,  
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                              or part face, maybe. 

 

4. 

Some nerve tree inside my head has exploded behind the eyes, a stabbing at what they call " 
real." I could never find it, this "real." As close as I could get was, "Camino Real."  

                       O, but there must be a road somewhere, though, 

 whether inside the head or out beyond,    

                         there has to be a vital nerve line or a set of mountains  

       that beetle off into mist. 

There will  

        be made of leaves   

         a sage too, improbably large, 

 as large in fact and shaking  

                           as the craggy peaks and  

with an expanded cranium to show the wisdom mind.  

The sage will cross a mountain pass almost hidden in cloud, with a staff and robe of charnel 
rags blackened by death, walking through trees. 

I hear the laughter,  

           the shaken leaves ,   

a good laugh, this,  

        neither mean nor blunted by fear, 

 but full throated, embracing both sorrow and joy. 

5. 

The leaves left an ancient 
language on my tongue 
slow and tangled into 
strings of grace their 
dogged tracks in my  
bracken gut the song of 
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a slow water the blood  
of earth through which 
the song may be riven 
given still the night's 
vestige clings to dawn 

 

Buffalo guord, callabacillas, chilecote, roots human-formed going down deep into earth and 
dancing there with a slowness, an invisibility spinning to keep the planet turning 

That's the medicine scraped up from under the thick hide and lain as a poultice against 
your skin wherever the spirits come and go through your ligaments your blood to your 
thick heart. 

 

6. 

Look up  said 

(the sage) 

look up through the trees 

 
and I did seeing 
the edge of shaking 
light against the sky 
and an edge of dark 
to set the light aside 

 
no  beyond 
that I mean  
beyond the sky 
and into something 
new and abandoned 
in it newness 
but instead 
 
I saw only what 
could be seen 
and in this I 
saw beyond 
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leaves in motion 
summoning the swift air 

a thought that leaves 
the mind spinning 

an arrow errant from 
the bow and the shaken 

lives of trees forgiving 
nothing spare edge 

of attention challenged by 
flight to frighten not a single one 

 

7. 

Stacked leaves 
a thought of water 
brought over into  
the still blood 

leaves one atop another 
into darkness  
pedestal of inky 
nothing that holds 
up the sky 
and the leaves in their 
places a vagueness 
edged with sharpness 
defying the inner softness 

Transformations occur 
each and every day 
the solemn branch 
becomes a cloud 

the cloud becomes 
an arm bone that 
has been flung 
up against the sky 

an arm bone without 
an arm just found  
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there in the garden 
another branch 

not an arm at all 
really but a spirit-hope 
that the world turns 

aside from arm bones 
and skulls to the 
true measure of 

things: the transformations 
ever passing over 
the face of the sun 

one moment happy 
and then a cloud 
some rain thunder 

and for further 
comparison the wind 
bleak and beating 

down gray dust 
just before 
deluge in the afternoon 

 

8. 

 
 
For the past six lifetimes I have tried to figure out what art is. How to create one's life 
around a certain sense of beauty. Maybe the beauty hidden. Maybe the ugly beauty. I find 
this a revelationary act, revealing self to self through the larger whole. 

I realize now six lifetimes is not a sufficient time. Perhaps two thousandths of a second will 
do. A flash of light/time and then... 

And then things move slowly when they move at all— 

When I was a small child,  

           I looked up to the sky through the trees and  

leaves, which would appear  
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                       like small windows into the beyond,  

a beyond I could never quite understand, though I wanted to go there. 

 

 

Some are the flowers 

            of memory, the springs and  

      summers past where, as a child, you dwell:  

a dreamy, half-slumbering place it is,  

               with its walls opening onto gardens stretched across the blue world in small dells 
that pepper the lawn realm. 

You can dance there for what seems an hour or so, 

 yet is really an eternity,  but you cannot stay, and when you come back to yourself, you 
will remember nothing and you will be old, so very old. 

9. 

A close look at 
              a tree leaf 

as any one for  

                 instance thing 
from several angles 
          and times derived 

  
especially when that 
      thing   that leaf lives in memory 
and song those moments 
                          when the seen fuses  
the unseen  

       darkness woven 
with light to convey that 
  and only  
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     that which was lost 
will yet be found 

         clean light down 
under the visible the 
      tangible              there 

the hard edge  
   and the roundness 
modeled and formed 

 

 

10. 

When I was young       trees 

                                           caught me up 

    tangled me in their leaves 

You’re twisted they said and full of shaky fronds 

              the parents the authorities 

  teachers the neighbors who all shook their heads 

                        the elders and their clicking tongues 

and so it was 

                                   I stayed twisted all my days watching 

                 through the black 

                 limbs moving and I 

                                  talking to trees and looking for 

             signs scribed in the sky            Twisted           they said 

                  those old ones now dead as they long ago 

                             shook their heads  

               those frowns  
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       those forlorn looks     the many tears shed 

and I smile my twisted smile 

         a moment where light banishes 

darkness in the garden 

                               an amazement 

                                             in the mind 

                                                        the small leaves 

                                                                inside if you look  

                         the nothing you 

                          can’t hide from 

    -- James Burbank  

       

 

 


